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1. Introduction. In this note is announced the completion of the
reduction to algebra of the pseudo-isotopy problem for smooth compact
manifolds of large dimension. This is to compute no0*(M9 dM) where,
for a smooth manifold M, ^ ( M , dM) is the group of diffeomorphisms
of M x ƒ which are the identity on M x {0} u dM x ƒ, ^ ( M , dM)
being given the C00 topology.
THEOREM.

If M is compact, connected and of dimension at least seven,

then
no0>(M, dM) « Wh 2 7i 1 M 0 W h ^ M ; Z 2 x n2M).
For M simply-connected this is Cerfs theorem that no0>{M, dM)
= 0 [2]. The Wh 2 factor has been described by J. B. Wagoner [7] and,
independently, by the author [4], Partial results on the Wht factor
have appeared in [3].
We now define and compute Wh 1 (7u 1 ;Z 2 x n2). Let the group n act
on the abelian group T. Giving T trivial multiplication, form the group
ring r[jc]. This fits into a split exact sequence

o -+ r[7i] -» (r x z) r [7i] -• Z[TT] -+ o,
where the twisting T is given by a(<xx) = (fax for cr, T G 7i, a G T, and cf
denotes the action of a on a. Then T[n\ is an ideal in (T x Z)T[_n~\ and
the relative group ^ ^ [ 7 1 ] is defined as in [2], [6]. Its elements are
represented by matrices I + A, where A has entries in T[7c].
PROPOSITION.

K^TIX! « T\ji\l(ao - OLXXGX~1\ via [I + A~\ i-> trace {A).

Here "(—)" denotes "additive subgroup generated by —,'.
Define W h ^ T ) as the cokernel of K^IY] -> KxT\n\. Note that
Wh^niT) is unrelated to the classical Whitehead group W h ^ since T
was given trivial multiplication, e.g., Wh 1 (7r;Z) /
Wh^.
Now let 7i = n1 and T = Z2 x 7i2, with the usual action of 7^ on 7c2
and the trivial action on Z 2 (Z 2 = Z/2Z).
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COROLLARY. Wh1(n1 ; Z 2 x n2)
for a, /3GZ2 X 7r2 and cr, T G 7^.

[November

« (Z2 x 7r2) [fti]/(aö" — aTT<xT 1, /? • 1)

COROLLARY. For M as in the Theorem, n0^(M, ÔM) = 0 if and only
if M is simply-connected.

For Wh1(7i1;Z2) is the direct sum of as many copies of Z 2 as there
are nontrivial conjugacy classes in nx.
2. Definition of the second obstruction. Computing no0*(M,dAd) is
equivalent to a one-parameter /i-bordism theorem: Given a path of
smooth functions ƒ,:M x (ƒ,0,1) -» (1,0,1),0 g t g 1, such that
(a) f0 and/i have no critical points and
(b) ft | dM x ƒ is projection onto I,
what is the obstruction to deforming the path ft9 preserving conditions
(a) and (b), so as to eliminate the critical points of all the ƒ simultaneously?
A generic family ft is most easily described in terms of handlebody
theory: At isolated t values there are birth and death points for a pair
of mutually cancelling handles of adjacent indices, and in the remaining
t intervals the attaching maps of handles change by isotopy. In particular,
there are isolated points of "handle addition" where one handle passes
over another of the same index.
Assuming from now on that m — dim M is sufficiently large, it is
always possible to push all handles for the one-parameter family into
two indices i and i + 1. The following condition is readily satisfied by
introducing extra handle additions if necessary:
(+) At birth or death points, cancelling handle pairs are disjoint
from all other handles.
The Wh2 invariant is then defined from the sequence of i + 1/i boundary
(or intersection) matrices in GL(Z[7r1]) as t varies: Each handle addition
multiplies this boundary matrix by an elementary matrix e\, ae ±nl9
and the product J~I e\ over all handle additions will be a matrix of the
form (permutation) x (diagonal with entries in ±7c1). Such products of
elementary matrices, under a suitable equivalence relation (the so-called
Steinberg relations [6], and multiplication by terms expqe~pxfexpq, r e ±%)>
form the group Wh27i1, a factor group of K2Z\_%{\.
The Wh2 invariant vanishes if and only if all handle additions can be
eliminated preserving ( + ). (If (+) is not required to hold one can always
eliminate all handle additions.) Then the i + 1/i intersections, i.e., intersections in a level surface of attaching spheres Sft of (i 4- l)-handles with
transverse spheres S^~f of i-handles, in a one-parameter family form a
one-dimensional compact manifold, with one boundary point at each
birth or death point. In order to cancel an i + 1/i handle pair for the
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whole t-interval from its birth to its death, the i + l/i intersection for
this pair must consist of exactly one point in each t slice.
There is a Whitney-type procedure for modifying such one-dimensional
intersections. The obstruction group is (Z2 x n2)[ni], just as the obstruction group for zero-dimensional intersections is the well-known
Z[TT 1 ]. Considering all i + 1 and i-handles, one obtains a matrix A of
"geometric" i + l/i intersections for the one-parameter family, with
entries in (Z2 x ^ [ ^ I ] . This refines the "algebraic" i + l/i intersection
matrix in GL(Z[7r1]) which we take to be ƒ in each t slice, as there are
no handle additions. The Wh1(7c1; Z 2 x n2) invariant of our one-parameter family is represented by the matrix I + A.
To show that this Wl^ invariant is well defined we must examine
deformations through two-parameter families (these may also be pushed
into two indices), and in particular we must define the Whj invariant for
one-parameter families containing handle additions, where the i + l/i
intersections form only a one-dimensional cell complex L with the handle
addition points as vertices. After subdividing L by adding the points
Lr\{t slices containing handle additions} as vertices, then by a suitable
normalization procedure at the vertices of L an invariant in (Z2 x n2)\_n{\
can be defined for each edge of L. Thus in the jth t interval between
two successive handle additions, where the algebraic i + l/i intersection
matrix is M</6GL(Z[7C1]), there is also a geometric i + l/i intersection
matrix Aj over (Z2 x n2)[ni']. The Wl^ invariant is then defined as
This definition does not depend on the vanishing of the Wh2 obstruction, so the Whi invariant is in fact defined on all of n0^(M, dM\ which
accounts for the direct sum decomposition in the theorem.
3. An application to concordances. Let e: M"1 -• Q1 be a fixed embedding of smooth compact manifolds. For simplicity assume ÔM =
ôQ = 0 . By a concordance we mean an embedding F:M x I -+ Q x I
satisfying F~\Q x {%}) = M x {i}9 i = 0, 1, and F | M x {0} = e. Call
F an h-concordance if Q x I — F(M x I) is an Zi-bordism, or equivalently
if Q x I — F(N x I) is a relative ft-bordism, where AT is a tubular neighborhood of M in Q. Denote by C(M, Q) [Q(M, Qj] the space of all
such [ft-] concordances, with the C00 topology. For the pointed set
n0Ch(M, Q) we have the following:
PROPOSITION.

Ifq^l

there is an exact sequence

Wh27i1(Ö - M) 0 Wh^TC^Q - M); Z 2 x n2(Q - M))
l

A W h ^ Q 0 WMTCiQ; Z 2 x n2Q)

•i 7c0Q(M, 0 ^ W h ^ C e - M) 'A W h ^ e ,
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where the maps i% are induced by inclusion, j is restriction of a pseudoisotopy on Q x I to e(M) x I cz Q x ƒ, and k is the Whitehead torsion
of the h-bordism Q x I — F(N x I).
COROLLARY (HUDSON

[5]). Ifq^l

and q - m ^ 3 then n0C(M, Q) =

noCh(M,Q) = 0.
By contrast, in codimensions one and two, the Whl(nl;Z2
x n2)
term provides many nontrivial /i-concordances, for example when e
is the inclusion of a factor Sm a Sm x S1 or, in the relative case,
Dm c Dm x S1.
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